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Daily program

14:30 - 17:30 Group exercises

The Empathy Map: put yourself in your prospect’s shoes

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch

11:00 - 13:00 The open day

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

09:30 - 10:30 The elements of Education Marketing

09:00 - 9:30 Let’s know each other 



https://www.google.it/search?q=LICEUL+TEHNOLOGIC+%22TIMOTEI+CIPARIU%22+BLAJ&oq=LICEUL+TEHNOLOGIC+%22TIMOTEI+CIPARIU%22+BLAJ&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60j69i64&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


https://www.google.it/search?q=LICEUL+TEHNOLOGIC+%22TIMOTEI+CIPARIU%22+BLAJ&oq=LICEUL+TEHNOLOGIC+%22TIMOTEI+CIPARIU%22+BLAJ&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60j69i64&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


https://www.gbg-pritzwalk.de/home/index.php


https://ctaldomsa.wixsite.com/ctad


http://www.ipsiasantarella.com/


Elements 
of Education Marketing



1. Goals, strategy & governance (+ Enrollment funnel)
2. Analysis
3. Target (prospects & influencers)
4. Value (content)
5. Website
6. Events (open day)
7. Contacts (management)
8. Social network
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Back elements
1. Goals, strategy & governance (+ Enrollment 

funnel)
2. Analysis
3. Target (prospects & influencers)
4. Value (contents)



1. Goals, strategy & governance



I. What are the goals our school wants to 
achieve?

A. What matters most at this time? 

B. Why is this important?

C. What outcomes are we trying to achieve?

D. Will these goals support our mission?

II. How can we achieve our goals?
III.Who are the people in charge, monitoring 

and improving the strategy? 

1. Goals, strategy & governance



The
Enrollment 
Funnel

https://mgdolence.com/2014/10/29/sem-funnel-graphic-suite-for-review-version-2/

https://mgdolence.com/2014/10/29/sem-funnel-graphic-suite-for-review-version-2/


The
Enrollment 
Funnel



2. Analysis



I. What is the current situation of our 
school?

II. How is our enrollment performing in 
recent years? Why?

III. What’s the education offer in our area?

2. Analysis



3. Target (prospects & influencers)



I. Who are we targeting? 
II. What matters to our stakeholders? What 

are their interests, values, motivations 
and prejudices?

III.Who is the decision maker in the 
enrollment process?

3. Target (prospects & influencers)



4. Value (contents)



I. What are the school’s values we are 
communicating?

II. How we can match our values with the 
stakeholder’s values and expectations?

III.How we can effectively communicate our 
values using the channels preferred by 
our audience? 

4. Value (contents)



Front elements



Front elements
5. Website
6. Events (open day)
7. Contacts (management)
8. Social network



5. Website



I. Is our website technologically compliant? 
(Google monitoring codes, Sitemap, 
Privacy, SSL, Responsive)

II. What are our site purposes and goals?
III.How is the User Experience (UX) on our 

website?

5. Website



6. Events (open day)



I. What type of events have we organized in 
the past? What events have we attended? 

II. Which have worked best? 
III.How can we monitor the events 

outcomes? 

6. Events (open day)



7. Contacts (management)



I. How do we manage contacts?
II. Which channels are our prospects using to 

contact us?
III.How do we manage follow-ups?

7. Contacts (management)



8. Social networks



I. What are the purposes of our school’s 
social network?

II. Who manages our social profiles? Is 
she/he aware of all the school activities?

III.Do we have a scheduled content plan? 

8. Social networks



Take a break, 
let's have a coffee!



The Open Day





● What does Open Day 
mean?



● What does Open Day 
mean?

● Who is the main key player?



Welcome

Speakers
Analysis

Website

Duration

Promotion

Presentation

Informative 
material



The different types of 
Open Days



1. personalized open day

2. full day

3. meeting the parents/students

4. event with presentation

5. open lessons, etc ...

The different types of 
Open Days



3 Mistakes to avoid



1. Structure the open day 
depending on staff availability

3 Mistakes to avoid



1. Structure the open day depending on staff 
availability

2. Communicate only what matters 
to us

3 Mistakes to avoid



1. Structure the open day depending on staff 
availability

2. Communicate only what matters to us

3. Last minute organization

3 Mistakes to avoid



When to 
organize
the Open Day



1. Choose DAYS and TIMES
favorable to participants



1. Choose DAYS and TIMES
favorable to participants

1. Check dates of OTHER 
SCHOOLS’
open days



1. Choose DAYS and TIMES
favorable to participants

1. Check the dates of OTHER SCHOOLS’ open 
days

2. How many open days should be 
organized?



How long 
should an 
Open Day 
last?







What should 
we say 
during
the Open 
Day?



?



Students



Other
schools



Speakers



Phases
of the
Open Day



1. Before the open day



Promotion



Contacts



Teamwork



2.During the Open Day



Welcome



Presentation







Things to remember3



Things to remember3

1. Always use original images



Things to remember3
1. Always use original images

2. Keep it short, 
focus on main concepts



Things to remember3
1. Always use original images
2. Keep it short, 

focus on main concepts

3. Hand over support material



Informative
materials



Manage your 
audience



3.After the Open Day



Continuous 
improvement



And now, let's have lunch!



Group exercise: 
develop an Empathy Map 

for your target!



What are we talking about?

Empathy Maps simply help us build 

empathy with our users. 



Empathy Maps help us:

● Understand what drives users’ 

behaviors



Empathy Maps help us:

● Uncover user needs that the user 

themselves may not even be aware of



Empathy Maps help us:

● Remove BIAS from our thinking



Empathy Maps help us:

● Align our team on a shared 

understanding of the user



Empathy Maps help us:

● Discover weaknesses in our research



Empathy Maps help us:

● Guide us towards meaningful innovation







Empathy Map

● Hear.  It contains information about the auditory inputs he receives.

The key questions here are: "What does his son/parent tell him? What does his best friend say? What do 

others in his inner circle tell him? "

● See. Refers to information related to the environmental context. 

The key questions here are: "How his environment looks like? What is he surrounded by? Who are his 

friends? What information and offers he is exposed to everyday? "

● Think and Feel. Refers to information related to the emotional landscape. 

The key questions to answer here are: "What really matters to him? What emotions drive his behaviour? 

What worries or motivates him? What are his dreams and aspirations? "



Empathy Map

● Say and Do. It contains information on how he acts within the environmental context and in how 

he uses the service.

The key questions to answer here are: "What’s his attitude? What could he say to others? What are the 

potential conflicts between what he says and what he might feel and/or really think? "

● Pain. In this section you have to imagine what demotivates him.  

The key questions to answer here are: "What are his biggest frustrations? What obstacles stand between 

him and what he wants or must achieve? What risks is he afraid to face? "

● Gain. In this section, you have to imagine what motivates him. 

The key questions to answer here are: "What does he really want or need to get? How does he measure 

success? How could he achieve his goals? "



Choose one character:
A.Prospect (student)
B.Influencer (parent)



Brainstorming time!



Back to school

● Share the maps with your team



Back to school

● Share the maps with your team

● Validate your map with data, interviews 

and surveys



Back to school

● Share the maps with your team

● Validate your map with data, interviews 

and surveys

● Create a list of your user needs 

and write down insights



Empathy Maps are a living thing

Come back to your map anytime and 

keep adding insights and assumptions



Go further!

Empathy Maps are the foundation to build 

User Personas and Customer Journey



Thank you for your attention.


